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Abstract: Renewable energy sources, such as offshore wind farms, require high voltage gains in order to interface with power
transmission networks. Previously, these conversions are normally made using bulky, complex, and costly transformers and highvoltage ac–dc converters with unnecessary bidirectional power flow capability. In order to avoid the use of huge transformers with large
turns ratio, multiple modules of single-switch single-inductor dc–dc converters was proposed. It can reach high gain without
transformers but results in high switching loss. To overcome this, a new approach for high-gain high-voltage dc-dc converters using
quasi resonant boost converters is proposed. This approach reduces the switching losses associated with the semiconductor devices and
increases the reliability during transmission.
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1. Introduction
Research in harnessing and delivering electrical power from
renewable energy sources RES, has skyrocketed as political
and economic concerns have threatened traditional fossil fuel
supplies. Wind energy is the most mature RES, and more
than 100 GW of capacity has been installed throughout the
world. Recent research has investigated grid connections,
modeling and control, and condition monitoring to increase
reliability.
Locations that are well suited for large-scale wind energy
production, such as offshore wind farms, are often far from
demand centers. Efficient transmission of the generated
power over these long distances requires boosting turbine
output voltages to high voltage. High-voltage dc HVDC
transmission appears promising for offshore wind farms, but
it requires power electronic converters to boost and control
wind turbine outputs.
The conventional methods, used for boosting has many
disadvantages like use of many components, large
transformers and switching losses [1]-[4]. The Multiplemodule Quasi-resonant Converter technique is proposed,
which overcomes the above disadvantages. This ultimately
leads to the increased reliability and efficiency in the
transmission system. Thus high-gain is achieved.

2. Conventional Methods
A. Conventional HVDC Method
The conventional HVDC approach connects the wind turbine
output to the ac line-frequency transformer with a large
turns-ratio and two secondaries (Y and Δ) for voltage
boosting. It is then connected to the 12 pulse Thyristor
Bridge for rectification and power flow control. The rectified
output is connected to the load. This technology is robust and
reliable. But it has many disadvantages. The Figure 1 shows
the circuit diagram of Conventional HVDC converter.
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Figure 1: A Conventional HVDC Converter
The maximum output voltage of the SCR bridge is 1.35 times
the input line voltage, so each transformer must provide a
gain of 50 for a total gain of 135. Each SCR bridge sees half
the input voltage, so SCRs must be rated for one half of the
input sinusoidal peak voltage. The SCR bridges are
controlled to produce 132 kV.
The disadvantages of Conventional HVDC method are:
 It requires bulky, complex, and costly line-frequency
transformers at each end of the conversion (rectification
and inversion).
 The inherent bidirectional power flow capability is of less
importance at the offshore wind farm side.
 High-frequency pulse transformers with large turns ratios
are difficult to design at high voltage and power levels.
 Problems include poor coupling, dielectric losses in
insulation, and core losses from non sinusoidal excitation.
 The distributed capacitance of the winding turns can lower
efficiency and slow the pulse transitions.
B. Full-bridge Converter
The full-bridge converter method has an six pulse bridge
rectifier and an isolating transformer with high turns ratio.
The Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram of Theoretical Fullbridge converter. The wind turbine output is given to sixpulse bridge rectifier for rectification. The rectified output is
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then connected to the isolating transformer and to the load.
The isolation level required for this method is 1.35 kV.

first boost converter. The voltage is boosted and is given to
the next boost converter. The voltage gets boosted to 100
times by the cascaded boost converters. Each boost converter
is designed to provide a gain of 9.9 at a duty cycle of 0.899.
The Figure 4 shows the circuit diagram of Multiple-module
Cascade-Boost converter. The switch and diode valve voltage
stresses in a boost converter are equal to the output voltage of
each stage, and the average diode valve current equals the
output current of each stage. The average switch valve
currents are equal to D times the stage input currents.
The peak values of both switch and diode valve currents are
determined by the inductor current. The maximum isolation
voltage is given by the valves in the output converter (132
kV). This boosted voltage is then connected to the load.

Figure 2: Theoretical Full-bridge Converter
The disadvantages of theoretical full-bridge converter are
 High-frequency pulse transformers with large turns-ratio
are difficult to design in high-voltage high-power
applications.
 Since the switch valves withstand only the rectifier output,
the diode valves must withstand the reflected rectifier
output voltage.
C. Multiple-module Series–hybrid Converter
The series–hybrid converter uses an ac transformer to
improve the gain and is connected to the rectifier. The
rectified output is given to the multiple modules of series
converters. The Figure 3 shows the circuit diagram of
Multiple-module series–hybrid converter. The voltage gets
boosted in these converters. Each converter operates from
equal input voltages and draws equal input currents. It is then
connected to the load.

Figure 4: Multiple-module Cascade-boost Converter
The main disadvantage of Multiple-module Cascade-boost
Converter is
 The switching losses are high.

3. Quasi Resonant Converters

Figure 3: Multiple-module Series-hybrid Converter
The disadvantages
converter are

of

Multiple-module

series-hybrid

 It again requires a bulky transformers of high turns ratio.
 It has multiple series semiconductor drops.
D. Multiple-module Cascade–boost Converter
In this system, the wind turbine output is given to the diode
bridge rectifier. The output is rectified and is given to the
Paper ID: 1071601

Prior to the availability of fully controllable power switches,
thyristors was the major power devices used in power
electronic circuits. Each thyristor requires a commutation
circuit, which usually consists of an LC resonant circuit, for
forcing the current to zero in the turn-off process. This
mechanism is in fact a type of zero-current turn-off process.
With recent advancements in semiconductor technology, the
voltage and current handling capability and the switching
speed of fully controllable switches have improved
significantly.
In many high-power applications, controllable switches such
as GTOs and IGBTs have replaced thyristors. However, the
use of a resonant circuit for achieving zero-current-switching
and/or zero-voltage-switching has also emerged as a new
technology for power converters. A resonant switch is a sub
circuit composed of a semiconductor switch S and resonant
elements Lr and Cr. Switch S can be implemented by a
unidirectional or bidirectional switch, which determines the
operation mode of the resonant switch.
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A. ZC Resonant Switch

4. Proposed Topology

In a ZC resonant switch, an inductor Lr is connected in series
with a power switch S in order to achieve ZCS. If the switch
S is a unidirectional switch, the switch current is allowed to
resonate in the positive half-cycle only. The resonant switch
is said to operate in half-wave mode. The Figure 5 shows the
two types of ZC resonant switch. If a diode is connected in
anti parallel with the unidirectional switch, the switch current
can flow in both directions. In this case, the resonant switch
can operate in full-wave mode.

Figure 7: Block diagram of Multiple-module Quasi-resonant
converter
The wind turbine output is rectified using diode bridge
rectifier and given to the multiple-module cascaded quasi
resonant converters. The Figure 7 shows the Block diagram
of Multiple-module Quasi-resonant Boost converter. The
quasi resonant converter has an inductor and capacitor which
is used to switch on the semiconductor device when the
voltage or current is zero. It reduces the switching loss
compared to the existing method. The voltage is boosted in
each stage of quasi resonant boost converter. It is then
connected to the load.
A. Quasi Resonant Boost Converters

Figure 5: Two types of zero current (ZC) resonant switch
At turn-on, the switch current will rise slowly from zero. It
will then oscillate because of the resonance between Lr and
Cr. Finally, the switch can be commutated at the next zero
current duration. The objective of this type of switch is to
shape the switch current waveform during conduction time in
order to create a zero-current condition for the switch to turn
off.
B. ZV Resonant Switch
In a ZV resonant switch, a capacitor Cr is connected in
parallel with the switch S for achieving zero-voltageswitching. If the switch S is a unidirectional switch, the
voltage across the capacitor Cr can oscillate freely in both
positive and negative half-cycle. Thus, the resonant switch
can operate in full-wave mode. If a diode is connected in anti
parallel with the unidirectional switch, the resonant capacitor
voltage is clamped by the diode to zero during the negative
half-cycle. The Figure 6 shows the two types of ZV switch.

The word quasi resonant refers to the fact that these circuits
are not continuously oscillating, but can be triggered by
active components to perform a resonant cycle. The quasi
resonant converter employs the resonance principle to
achieve the lossless commutation, although it presents
inherent pulse width-modulation characteristics.

Figure 8: Boost Zero-Current Switching Quasi-resonant
Converter
One resonant network is added to a quadratic boost converter
which corresponds to two boost converters in cascade, where
a single active switch is present. The Figure 8 shows Boost
Zero-Current Switching Quasi-resonant Converter. A
resonant inductor, a resonant capacitor, and an auxiliary
switch forms the resonant network.

Figure 6: Two types of zero voltage resonant (ZV) switch
The resonant switch will then operate in half-wave mode.
The objective of a ZV switch is to use the resonant circuit to
shape the switch voltage waveform during off time in order
to create a zero voltage condition for the switch to turn on.
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The auxiliary switch operates under ZCS condition because it
is placed in series with the resonant inductors. This resonant
inductor allows the main switch to operate under ZCS. In
order to avoid overvoltage across the switch S and parasitic
oscillation, due to reverse recovery of the body or external
anti-parallel diode, the current unidirectional switch is used.
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The Figure 10 shows the Sub system component of Multiplemodule Quasi-resonant Boost Converter. The sub system is
Resonant and quasi-resonant switching techniques have been used for calculating the zero crossing. It uses a comparator
widely used in high-frequency power conversion systems, and a logical operator. The comparator compares the input
leading to reductions in size, weight and power losses. By voltage or current, and when it is greater than zero, the output
forcing the switching transitions to take place when there is is provided without any delay. If the value is not greater than
either zero current through or zero voltage across the power zero then the current or voltage is provided with some time
switch allows the switching losses to be minimized. However, delay.
the necessary current or voltage rating of the device used is
much higher than that required in a device used in a
conventional hard-switching system, and so the devices are
more expensive.
B. IGBT in Resonant Converters

MOSFETs are often chosen for the power switch in softswitching applications, due to their high speed and easy drive.
However, for medium and high power applications, their
high conduction losses begin to cause problems, and IGBTs
begin to become more attractive. Even in hard-switching
applications, their higher current density, lower saturation
voltages and high reliability mean that they are often used to
replace MOSFETs.

5. Simulation Results
A. Multiple-module Quasi-resonant Boost Converter
The Multiple-module Quasi-resonant Boost Converter uses a
three-phase supply. The supply is rectified using rectifier and
is connected to the Quasi- resonant Boost Converter. The
Figure 9 shows the Simulation diagram of Multiple-module
Quasi-resonant Boost Converter.

Figure 11: Output waveforms of voltage and current
The Figure 11 shows the output waveforms of voltage and
current of Multiple-module Quasi-resonant Converter. The
input voltage of 1.35kV is given and the voltage gets boosted
100 times and reaches up to 180kV. The current value is also
maintained.

6. Conclusion
Figure 9: Simulation diagram of Multiple-module Quasiresonant Boost Converter
This converter has an additional component of Lr and Cr,
along with the boost converter modules. The IGBT switch is
used to reduce the losses and pulses are generated using pulse
generator.
B. Zero Crossing Sub-system.

Figure 10: Sub system component of Multiple-module
Quasi-resonant Boost Converter
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The project deals with the use of Multiple-module Quasiresonant boost converter in the wind energy system to reduce
the switching losses in the semiconductor devices during
transmission. This approach is superior when compared with
the conventional methods, as the voltage is boosted by using
cascaded boost converters unlike transformers. Cascade
converters offer potential for large gains due to the
multiplicative effect. The entire input power is processed
twice, and the losses quickly become a limiting factor with
large parasitic resistances. Interleaving can reduce parasitic
resistances and inductor sizes while increasing reliability.
The principle of Quasi-resonant helps to operate at zerovoltage or zero-current, hence reducing the switching losses.
The system is simulated using MATLAB SIMULINK and
the boosting of voltage is analysed. The Quasi-resonant
components, which includes a resonant inductor and a
capacitor is introduced to the system design and its results are
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analysed. The future enhancement is to introduce the PID
Controller to this circuit.
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